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ABSTRACT: The mobility of charge carriers across a semiconductor-nano-
particle-based 3D network (i.e., a gel) and the interfacial transfer of the charge
carriers across the nanoparticle network/electrolyte boundary are elementary
processes for applications in the fields of sensing and energy harvesting. The
automated manufacturing of electrodes coated with porous networks can be
realized by inkjet printing. By simultaneous printing of CdSe/CdS dot-in-rod-
shaped nanorods (NRs) and the destabilization reagent, CdSe/CdS gel-network-
coated electrodes can be obtained. In this work, the charge carrier mobility of the
electrons and the holes within the porous CdSe/CdS nanorod gel network is
investigated via photoelectrochemistry. Using linear sweep voltammograms
(LSVs) and intensity-modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS), it is shown
that the electron is moving within the tip-to-tip-connected CdSe/CdS NR gel structure, while the holes are trapped in the CdSe seed
of the semiconductor heterostructures. Furthermore, the preparation process of gel structures is related to the elementary
mechanism of hydration, which can be shown via photoelectrochemical long-term studies.

■ INTRODUCTION
One elementary challenge of the technical and economical
mastering of fields like photoelectrochemical sensing and
energy harvesting is the realization of interfaces that present a
high specific surface and electronic conductivity. Since the
desired systems have to be addressable by light, the
implementation of suitable porous semiconductor networks
as chemical−optic−electronic cross sections can be considered
as the main step in the realization of the above-mentioned
applications. For building such networks, a good control over
the nanocrystal building blocks, which in the next step are
assembled, is necessary. Today, a significant number of
preparative ways to yield II−VI semiconductor nanocrystals,
e.g., CdTe, CdSe, CdS, and ZnS,1−5 and III−V semiconductor
nanocrystals, e.g., InP, GaAs, and GaP,6−9 are well described in
the literature. A further step in the evolution of nanochemistry
is the development of heteronanoparticles, which are
composites of different semiconductor materials with various
band-gap sizes. One prominent example of previously
investigated heterostructures is CdSe/CdS.10,11 This material
combination leads to a pseudo-type-II heterostructure, as the
conduction bands of both semiconductors are nearly aligned.
In contrast to this, the CdSe valence band has a significantly
higher energetic position than the valence band of CdS. Due to
this alignment, the photoexcited electron in CdSe/CdS core/
shell heterostructures is delocalized over the whole particle,
while the photoexcited hole is fixed in the CdSe core. The
general term to summarize different chemical and physical
ways to generate voluminous and porous solid-state networks
is gelation.12 While all mentioned particles can be applied as

building blocks for the preparation of macroscopic gel
networks, a network of pseudo-type-II heterostructures is
expected to enable the selective mobility of one part of the
exciton and is therefore of particular interest.13,14 For
nanocrystal gelation, in general, there are several synthetic
routes, which have already been mentioned in the literature.
Gelation is usually achieved via controlled destabilization of a
solution of the colloidal nanoparticles. The most common way
of destabilization is induced via a destabilization agent, which
detaches stabilizing ligands from the surface of the
particles.15−18 Other common ways to obtain gels are,
among others, the fast freezing of particle solutions and the
gelation via photoexcitation.19−21

Having in mind the applications mentioned above, we need
to develop methods for immobilizing nanocrystal-based gels on
conducting electrodes, which was done in recent studies.15,19,22

It was possible to develop two distinct ways to prepare CdSe/
CdS nanorod (NR) gels on electrode surfaces. One method
applied to prepare photoelectrodes was to glue vessels made
out of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) cuvettes onto (3-
mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTMS)-functionalized
indium-tin oxide (ITO) slides and to gelate CdSe/CdS
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nanorods in these cuvettes. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first publication that mentions this technique to develop
nanostructure-covered electrodes. This technique was easy to
realize but showed typical disadvantages of a manual
preparation, like deficits in the scalability and parameters of
gelation, which are complicated to adjust. A more sophisticated
manufacturing technique to obtain nanoparticle-based gel
networks is based on our previous work about inkjet printing.15

The development of nanoparticle-based inks is a promising
approach in the direction of technical automation.23−25 Using
a commercial office printer, we were able to print aqueous
solutions of CdSe/CdS NR building blocks and the
destabilization agent hydrogen peroxide simultaneously to
obtain a printed nanoparticle-based gel-network-coated elec-
trode.23 The exact control of the sample dimensions is one
benefit of inkjet printing (additionally to others such as the
ease of lateral structuration). In this work, one of our main
intentions during the development of the presented exper-
imental design was to produce gel electrodes of different
thicknesses (5, 25, 100, and 400 printing cycles) and to in-
depth investigate the influence of the gel thickness on their
optoelectrochemical properties. By time-dependent measure-
ments, we were able to investigate the influence of the
thickness of the particle network on its kinetics of hydration via
external photocurrent efficiency (EPE) spectroscopy, linear
sweep voltammograms (LSVs), and intensity-modulated
photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS). IMPS is utilized as one
of the most suitable spectroelectrochemical techniques to
investigate the process of charge migration through the gel.
One experimental benefit of IMPS measurements is the
possibility to select the excitation wavelength to obtain a
spatial resolution of the gel excitation across its thickness.
Using Nyquist plots, we were therewith able to differentiate
between the different mechanisms of the charge transport.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reagents and Materials. Cadmium oxide (CdO, 99.99%) and

selenium (Se, 99.99%) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Tri-n-
octylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 99%) and tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP,
97%) were purchased from ABCR. Hexylphosphonic acid (HPA,
≥99%) and octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA, ≥99%) were
purchased from PCI synthesis. Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 35%), n-
hexane (≥99%), 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA, ≥99%), (3-
mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTMS, 95%), 1-octadecene
(ODE, 90%), sodium sulfite (≥98%), and sulfur (S, 99.98%) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Methanol (≥99.5%) and toluene
(99.9%) were purchased from Carl Roth. Tin-doped indium oxide
glass (ITO glass), which is based on 1.1 mm coated unpolished soda
lime float glass was purchased from VisionTek and applied as
electrode substrate. The substrate shows a surface resistance of 12
ohms/sq. Disposable cuvettes of the type Macro 2.5 to 4.5 mL
(PMMA) were purchased from VWR. A silicon sealing mass of the
type Toolcraft Transil Silikon was purchased from Conrad Electronic
SE. The inkjet printer model was Epson Expression Premium XP-620.
Synthesis of CdSe Dots. CdSe dots were synthesized using a

slightly modified and six times scaled-up procedure developed by
Carbone et al.10 CdO (0.36 g), TOPO (18 g), and ODPA (1.7 g)
were placed in a 50 mL three-neck flask. The reaction mixture was
degassed at 150 °C under vacuum for 1 h. Afterward, the reaction
mixture was heated to 300 °C under an inert gas atmosphere. When
the desired temperature was reached, 10.8 mL of TOP was injected.
After a further increase in the reaction temperature to 380 °C, the
solution turned clear and a solution of 10.8 mL of TOP and 4.4 mmol
of Se was quickly injected into the reaction mixture. After the recovery
of the temperature, the reaction mixture was quenched with ODE.
When the reaction mixture was cooled down to 70 °C, 25 mL of

toluene was added. CdSe dots were precipitated via the addition of 25
mL of methanol and centrifuged for 10 min (3885 RCF). The
solution was purified two times by the addition of a 1:1 mixture of
toluene/methanol and centrifugation. The CdSe seeds were stored in
toluene.

Synthesis of Dot-in-Rod CdSe/CdS NRs. The CdS shell growth
is based on the same publication of Carbone et al. as the CdSe seed
synthesis.10 In an eight times scaled-up synthesis, 0.48 g of CdO, 24 g
of TOPO, 2.32 g of ODPA, and 0.64 g of HPA were placed in a 100
mL three-neck flask and heated up to 150 °C under vacuum for 1 h.
After the reaction mixture was degassed, the reaction temperature was
increased to 300 °C under an argon atmosphere. After reaching this
temperature, 12 mL of TOP was injected, followed by a temperature
increase to 380 °C. At this temperature, 2.21 mmol sulfur and 50 μM
CdSe seeds in 14.4 mL of TOP were injected into the reaction
mixture. The concentration of CdSe seeds was determined by UV/vis
spectroscopy, according to the work of Yu et al.26 After the injection,
the reaction mixture was further heated for 8 min. The reaction
mixture was cooled down to 70 °C when 25 mL of toluene was added,
and the CdSe/CdS NRs were precipitated and cleaned by the same
procedure as that for the CdSe seeds.

Phase Transfer of Dot-in-Rod CdSe/CdS NRs. To obtain an
aqueous CdSe/CdS NR solution, a phase transfer adapted from
Kodanek et al. was performed.27 A total of 3 mL of the toluene-based
CdSe/CdS NR solution [c(Cd) = 128 mmol/L] was precipitated with
3 mL of methanol, centrifuged, and redissolved in 3 mL of n-hexane.27

A solution of 10 mL of methanol, 0.2 g of KOH, and 0.24 mL of MPA
was added to the CdSe/CdS NR solution, and the mixture was shaken
overnight. The methanolic phase was separated and centrifuged. The
NRs were stored in 12 mL of 0.1 M KOH solution. The cadmium
concentration was 32 mmol/L.

Preparation of ITO Substrates. ITO glass slides of approx-
imately 1.5 × 6 cm were used as substrates. The slides were cleaned
via the Radio Cooperation of America (RCA) process for 2.5 h at 70
°C with a mixture of 1:1:5 (v/v) of hydrogen peroxide (35%),
ammonium hydroxide (25%), and deionized water.28 Afterward, the
slides were rinsed with water and dried in an airflow. Activated slides
were functionalized in a solution of 150 mL of toluene and 1.5 mL of
(3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane for 18 h at 70 °C. Afterward, the
slides were rinsed with toluene and dried in an airflow.

Synthesis of CdSe/CdS Gels on ITO Substrates. A disposable
UV/vis cuvette, which was made out of PMMA, was cut into two
equal pieces and glued onto the conductive side of an MPTMS-
functionalized ITO slide using a silicon sealing mass. An aqueous
CdSe/CdS NR solution (1 mL) was pipetted into the cuvette, and
100 μL of a 0.35 wt % solution of H2O2 was added. After 3 h, a
voluminous precipitate was recognizable, which was cleaned after 24 h
with a fresh 0.1 M KOH solution and after another 24 h with
deionized water. The excess solution was removed, and the hydrogel
was dried under ambient conditions. After three days of drying, a
porous nanoparticle gel network was formed and the cuvette was
removed carefully.

Inkjet Printing of CdSe/CdS Gels on ITO Substrates.
Nanoparticle-based xerogel-network-coated electrodes were prepared
according to our previous work.15,23 The NR ink was filled into the
magenta cartridge, and the 0.35 wt % H2O2 solution was filled into the
cyan cartridge. The printed area of (0.9 cm × 0.9 cm) was defined in
the software CD Print. The ratio of NR solution to destabilization
solution was controlled using the CYMK color code. For pure CdSe/
CdS NR films, the printed color was adjusted to 100% magenta. In
the case of CdSe/CdS hydrogels, the printed color was programmed
to 70% magenta and 30% cyan. CdSe/CdS NR hydrogels were
printed layer by layer directly after each other without any drying
time. After samples with different numbers of printing cycles were
printed (5, 25, 100, 400), the printed substrates were placed in a
chamber with a humidity of 75%. The initialization of the gelation was
started by placing the chamber for 1 min at 80 °C in an oven.
Afterward, the CdSe/CdS NR hydrogels were dried slowly in the
chamber to form films of CdSe/CdS NR xerogel networks.
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Spectroscopic Characterization. The UV/vis absorption
spectra of the CdSe/CdS NR solutions and the CdSe/CdS NR gel
electrodes were recorded with an Agilent Cary 5000 absorption
spectrophotometer equipped with an Agilent DRA-2500 integrating
sphere. Emission spectra and photoluminescence lifetime measure-
ments of the solution and the substrates were recorded using a
Fluoromax-4 spectrometer from Horiba. The photoluminescence
quantum yield (PLQY) was measured in an absolute mode using a
DUAL-FL spectrometer from Horiba equipped with a Quanta-Phi
integrating sphere.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The morphology and

thickness of the gel layers at the electrodes were investigated via
scanning electron microscopy. A JEOL JSM 6700F microscope, which
was equipped with a cold field emission gun as the radiation source,
was used. The glass substrates were fixed with carbon badges on brass
holders connected using silver conductive paint to increase the
conductivity.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). The structures of

the xerogels and rehydrated gels were examined by transmission
electron microscopy. All measurements were carried out on an FEI
Tecnai G2 F20 microscope equipped with a 200 kV field emission
gun. Hydrogel and rehydrated xerogel samples were prepared by
drop-casting a small volume of the solution containing gel fragments
onto carbon-coated copper grids (Quantifoil, 300 mesh). The xerogel
sample was prepared by gently pressing the grid onto the gel.
Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS). The Cd concen-

tration of the aqueous NR solution was determined via atomic
absorption spectroscopy (AAS) using a Varian AA140 instrument
equipped with an air/acetylene (1.5:3.5) flame atomizer. The samples
were prepared by dissolving dried toluene-based solutions of the
nanoparticles in aqua regia. Aqua regia was diluted in 50 mL
measurement cylinders with deionized water. Five standard Cd2+

solutions were measured to obtain a calibration line.
Electrochemical Measurements. The applied electrochemical

setup was based on a ModuLab XM ECS potentiostat from Solartron.
All shown measurements were realized using a three-electrode setup
based on the prepared samples as working electrodes, Ag/AgCl
reference electrodes purchased from BASi, and platinum wires as
counter electrodes. The electrodes were placed in a polytetrafluoro-
ethylene measurement cell with an illumination window of 0.2 cm2.
The same geometric area of the electrode was in contact with the
electrolyte. In the case of all measurements, an aqueous solution of 0.5
M Na2SO3 with a pH value of 9.6 was applied as the electrolyte.
Na2SO3 is an effective hole catcher in the case of metal-chalcogenide
materials.29,30

In the case of IMPS and LSV measurements, light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) were applied. The wavelength-resolved photon fluxes of these
LEDs with the wavelengths 468, 525, 594, and 615 nm are shown in
the Supporting Information (SI Figure S1).
Measurement of Intensity-Modulated Photocurrent Spec-

tra. The utilization of a 7270 dual reference lock-in amplifier
purchased from Signal Recovery made an effective recording of the
IMPS spectra possible. A scheme of such a setup is given in different
literature sources.30 The photon flux of all as light source applied
modulated LEDs is in good approximation frequency independent in
the frequency domain, which is applied in the experiments (SI Figure
S2). The obtained data was evaluated with the software Acquire,
which is a product of the same company as the lock-in amplifier.
Measurement of External Photocurrent Efficiency Spectra.

A spectrum of the monochromator Xe-lamp setup, which was applied
to record the external photocurrent efficiency spectra, can be seen in
SI Figure S3. The shown spectrum was measured with a Si
photodiode of the type FDS100 from Thorlabs and applied as a
reference spectrum to obtain the external photocurrent efficiency
from the measured photocurrent. The lamp and the Czerny−Turner
monochromator of the type MSH 300 were supplied by LOT-
QuantumDesign. All spectra were recorded under modulation of the
light beam by a C-995 optical chopper purchased from Laser 2000.
Measurement of Linear Sweep Voltammograms. LSVs were

obtained under a bias potential sweep from −0.65 to 0.3 V vs Ag/

AgCl with a sweeping velocity of 4 mV/s. The square-wave pulsed
illumination of 40 mHz frequency was obtained using a 468 nm LED.
The 12.5 V pulses were generated by a Hameg HMF 2525 frequency
generator. The photon flux of the LED in the case of the LSVs was 14
nmol/s. In the case of long-term measurements, the measurement cell
and sample were never moved during the whole experiment. The
illumination of the measurement sample was prevented between two
LSV measurements. The electrodes were kept during the whole
experimental period in the measurement cell, which was stored in a
dark faradic cage.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural and Spectroscopic Analyses. This work

shows why the long-term behavior of rehydrated CdSe/CdS
NR-based gel-network-coated electrodes is strongly dependent
on whether an electrode is printed or gelated in a cuvette.
Gelated and nongelated CdSe/CdS NR-coated electrode
interfaces were produced by adjusting the number of printing
cycles from 5 to 400. It is necessary to mention that a printing
cycle is not equivalent to a discrete geometrical layer. An
overview of the produced and studied electrode samples is
given in the Supporting Information (SI Table S1).
The morphology and thickness of the printed CdSe/CdS

NR xerogel-coated electrodes and cuvette-gelated xerogel-
coated electrodes were investigated by top-view and cross
section SEM measurements (Figure 1). As already published in

our previous work, the printed area becomes more compact
and the thickness increases with increasing printing cycles.15,23

The main difference between the xerogel-coated electrodes
produced via 100 or 400 printing cycles (Figure 1B,C) and the
samples obtained in a cuvette (Figure 1D) is the appearance of
distinct cracks on the nanoparticle film surface in the latter
case. Structural cracks can be ascribed to the drying. Gels of
the cuvette origin are less homogeneous in their thickness

Figure 1. SEM images of the gel surfaces (left side) and images of the
cross sections of the same gels (right side) of CdSe/CdS NR of (A)
25 printed cycles, (B) 100 printed cycles, (C) 400 printed cycles, and
(D) a network gelated in a cuvette.
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(Figure 1D, right), since these gels are products of a rapid
gelation process, which starts at multiple randomly ordered
centers, so the interconnectivity of such gel networks is quite
inhomogeneous. Such an inhomogeneity leads to an
inconsistent drying and, during this process, the rupture of
the structure. This process is in the case of printed gels
compensated by some sort of a “crack healing” process, since
nanoparticles of later printing cycles can fill cracks or empty
spaces in the layers of earlier printing cycles. This mechanism
leads to a more homogeneous gel. The optical absorption of
the samples as well as the number of absorbed photons under
excitation is increasing with the sample thickness (SI Figure
S4).
In the UV/vis absorption spectrum of a CdSe/CdS NR

solution (Figure 2, black line), the absorption at wavelengths

above 500 nm can be assigned to the absorption of the CdSe
core, whereas the rise of the absorption below 500 nm is
connected to the band edge of CdS, with a first local
absorption maximum at 463 nm. In the case of a xerogel of the
cuvette origin, the absorption onsets corresponding to the
different NR parts become more prominent.

The slope of a photocurrent spectrum of a gel of the cuvette
origin (Figure 2, black dots) is more similar to that of the
absorption spectrum of a diluted NR solution than to those of
its own absorption spectra. This circumstance is explainable
with the limited illumination depth. The presented photo-
current spectrum is based on the illumination of only the first
NR layers next to the ITO glass. Slight differences of both
spectra below 350 nm can be attributed to optical effects like
scattering at boundaries, as in the case of a monolayer of NRs
at the electrode, the absorption and photocurrent spectra
would match.31

Basic Photoelectrochemical Measurements. The main
aim of our electrochemical analysis of porous semiconductor
nanoparticle-based xerogel structures is to reveal the
connection between the electric properties of the material
and its structural organization and band structure. In Figure
3A, a schematic illustration of the applied photoelectrochem-
ical cell and the photo-oxidation of the sulfite occurring during
the illumination is shown. The band structure of the
semiconductor nanorods is dominated by the nearly similar
energetic positions of the conduction bands of the CdS shell
and the CdSe seed, which enables electron transport across the
whole gel network, while the holes are trapped in the CdSe
seed region (Figure 3B).13,14,32 It should be mentioned that
even if the CdSe core is placed inside the CdS nanorod a
tunneling of electrons from the electrolyte species to trapped
holes is possible. The applied synthesis procedure creates a
CdS shell around the core with a thickness of less than 0.5 nm.
Such a distance makes the tunneling of charges possible so that
holes located in the CdSe core can be addressed by different
electrolyte species.10,33,34

Linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs) of the electrodes were
recorded under on−off illumination of the systems (Figure 4,
SI Figure S5). Xerogels based on 25 printing cycles show a
slightly negative photocurrent below −0.3 V (Figure 4A). This
photocurrent is connected to the reduction of protons or water
molecules,35,36 which is mainly happening at the first layer of
nanorods directly connected to ITO. The layer of nanorods
directly connected to the substrate via MPTMS has the highest
intrinsic photocurrent quantum efficiency of all particles in the
gel sample. This is explainable with the related mechanism of
the charge transport, which requires the least number of

Figure 2. Absorption spectra of a solution of 100 μL of CdSe/CdS
NRs in 3 mL of toluene solution (black line) with an absorption of
15.8% at 463 nm and of an electrode prepared via gelation in a cuvette
(red line) with an absorption of 86.4% at 463 nm are compared to the
external photocurrent efficiency spectra of the electrode (black dots).
It is obvious that the external photocurrent quantum efficiency of an
electrode matches better the absorption of the solution than its own.
This proves a strong limitation of the penetration depth of photons in
the semiconductor gel network.

Figure 3. (A) Scheme of the photoelectrochemical photo-oxidation of the sulfite during illumination. Unless otherwise indicated, the nanoparticle
network is illuminated through the ITO electrode. (B) Scheme of the band structure of CdSe/CdS under illumination, which leads to the trapping
of holes in the valence band of the CdSe seed and the delocalization of electrons across the particle network.
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steps.37 This first category of NRs in the systems provides
negative and positive photocurrents at the chosen pH level.31

The generation of negative photocurrent is only hardly
possible in the case of NRs, which are connected indirectly
to the ITO substrate via linking to other NRs. The second
category of particles is nearly exclusively producing positive
photocurrent via electron transport to the electrode, since
correlated holes are trapped in the CdSe core (Figure 3B). The
positive photocurrent generated from the particles of the
second category is, in the case of thin semiconductor networks,
not high enough to overcome the negative photocurrent from
the more effective particle layer next to the substrate (Figure
4A). In contrast, gels produced with 100 printing cycles or
more show only positive photocurrent, since the signal of

particles of the second category overcomes the negative
photocurrent in the investigated area of bias potential
completely (Figure 4B−D).
Similar measurements were carried out with printed

nongelated electrodes. The samples show the same tendencies
and nearly the same absolute photocurrents (SI Figure S5).
However, due to differences in the printing process, the total
amount of semiconductor NR material is around 30% lower in
the case of gel networks compared to their nongelated NR
equivalents with the same number of printing cycles.
Considering the lower photon absorption of gels, which yields
photocurrents of the same value, we can consider particularly
thicker porous networks to be more photoefficient than their
nongelated equivalents (SI Table S1). This is explainable with
an increased particle−particle interconnection and a lower
amount of isolating organic ligands on the surface of the gels.
The inexistent particle−particle interconnection in the case of
nongelated samples leads to a dissolution process of the
electrodes.

Kinetic Measurements of the Photoelectrochemical
Process. The proof that the origin of photocurrent is based on
a transport process can be provided via IMPS measurements.
The application of IMPS as a time-resolved measurement
technique is a suitable way to separate distinct photo-
electrochemical mechanisms. For a simple submonolayer of
NRs, only one semicircle was obtained (SI Figure S6). If more
than one semicircle is present, the existence of distinguishable
mechanisms of charge carrier transport is presumable.31,38−41

The recorded IMPS spectra of gels are a superposition of two
semicircles (Figure 5, SI Figures S7 and S8). The rate of the
underlying charge carrier transport mechanisms seems to be
different by more than 1 order of magnitude, since the
semicircles exist at different magnitudes of the frequency range.
The semicircle at higher frequencies is related to the charge
transport across the particle−electrolyte interface, which is
mandatory for the existence of a photocurrent. Contrary to
this, a trap-state-related charge transport across the network,

Figure 4. Linear sweep voltammograms of gels printed with (A) 25,
(B) 100, and (C) 400 cycles and (D) NR networks gelated in a
cuvette. The LSVs were measured under an on−off illumination with
the periodic time of 25 s using a 468 nm LED at the presented bias
potentials.

Figure 5. Intensity-modulated photocurrent spectra of (left side) gels of the cuvette origin and (right side) gels based on 400 printing cycles under
(blue) 468 nm, (green) 525 nm, and (orange) 594 nm illumination. It is obvious that the size of the second semicircle increases and becomes
dominant with an increase in the excitation wavelength. The excitation frequencies of the samples are given in the spectra. The measurement points
at the origin are obtained under an excitation frequency of 10 kHz. The lowest applied excitation frequency is 1 Hz and always connected to the
measurement point with the highest photocurrent efficiency.
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which is describable as particle−particle transport, exists at
lower frequencies.42 The dominance of the particle−electrolyte
or the particle−particle transport is expressed by the size of the
related semicircles (Figure 5). Since the absolute optical
densities of the samples at absorption wavelengths of the CdSe
seed and the CdS rod differ remarkably, the penetration depth
of photons of different wavelengths in a NR gel varies in
magnitude. This circumstance can be applied as the basis for
IMPS experiments, which are implemented via an illumination
from distinct directions with LEDs of different emission
wavelengths (Figure 5 and SI Figure S1). Light of a longer
wavelength can penetrate deeper into the xerogel, since it is
absorbed only by the CdSe seeds of the NR and not the CdS
rod itself (Figure 2). A shift of the illumination wavelength
from blue to red causes an excitation of particles more distant
from the ITO surface of the electrode.43 With an increase in
the mean distance between the average excited semiconductor
particle and the charge-collecting electrode, the electron
transport from the particle to particle becomes the dominating
process in the photocurrent generation. This circumstance is
illustrated by an increase in the size of the low-frequency
semicircle compared to its high-frequency equivalent with the
increasing wavelength (Figure 5). The external photocurrent
efficiency (EPE) of xerogels prepared in the cuvette is under
shorter wavelength excitation (468 nm) remarkably higher
than in the case of the networks obtained by 400 printing
cycles (Figure 5). By increasing the excitation wavelength (525
or 594 nm), the EPE of printed xerogels and xerogels gelated
in a cuvette equalizes. The density of particles in combination
with a better charge transport in the printed particle networks
could explain the dominance of the semicircle at low
frequencies in the case of printed gels.
Long-Term Studies of the Photoelectrochemical

Process. During a set of LSV measurements on one sample,
in which the single measurement was repeated every couple of
minutes, the noticeable photocurrent increased significantly
from measurement to measurement (Figure 6).
The presence of hydration as the main factor of activation

explains the long-term evolution of the photocurrent in the
case of gels (Figures 6 and 7).

As an example, the photocurrent evolution of a 400-printing-
cycle-based CdSe/CdS NR xerogel-coated electrode is shown
over a time period of 14 days (Figures 6 and 8). Over the
whole investigated time scale, a significant increase of the
photocurrent is observable. This phenomenon existed in the
case of all samples studied (Figures 9and 10). The
corresponding IMPS spectra (Figure 8, inset) show a small
semicircle at lower frequencies and a larger semicircle at higher
frequencies at all investigated times. Both semicircles grow
over the investigated time, with the lower frequency semicircle
growing comparably stronger. As mentioned before, this
semicircle is based on the transport process of charges through
the gel network. It is reasonable that, in particular, this process
is amplified by the hydration of the gel.
Besides the increase in the intensity of the photocurrent at

positive bias potentials, another effect is noticeable. A
remarkable shift of the bias potential at which positive and
negative photocurrents are equal can be perceived (Figure 10).
This second phenomenon is associated with the increase in the
percentage of photocurrent generated by the second category
of NRs, which is more distant to the ITO substrate.
Accordingly, the recorded data shows the interconnection
between charge carrier transport within the xerogel network,
the rehydration process of the xerogel structure, and the
photocurrent direction. One century ago, Pascheles and
Ostwald considered the hydration of gels as an important
research subject.44,45 Hydration kinetics of classical gels like
gelatine was already studied in relation to factors like
electrolyte type, temperature, and pH level.44,45 Over time,
the swelling of polymer-based gels attracted the scientific
interest. Examples of polymer gels containing semiconducting
particles are known, which gave them sensing functionality or
even enabled the swelling mechanism.46,47 Apart from those
known mechanisms, information about the hydration kinetics
of mechanical self-supporting semiconductor nanoparticle-
based gel networks is not available. Nevertheless, it is easy to
model the kinetic process, since the fundamental mechanisms
of hydration are based on the interaction between the
electrolyte and solid network. A fundamental step of the
generation of positive photocurrents is the adsorption of sulfite
molecules at the nanoparticle surface sites, which are next to
trapped holes.48 The total amount of electrolyte molecules in
the system is much higher than the number of nanoparticles or
more specifically their addressable surface states. This means
that during a hydration the amount of electrolyte molecules in
solution stays quasiconstant and the number of addressable
surface states increases until the full state of hydration is
reached. This fact leads to the description of hydration as a
pseudo-first-order kinetic reaction (eq 1).44 The equation
describes the time dependence of the amplitude of the
photocurrent Iphoto, in relation to the maximum photocurrent
Imax that can be reached. The hydration reaction of the gel is
described via a kinetical constant k.

I I I e k t
photo max max

( )= − · − ·
(1)

A description of xerogels with the presented kinetic equation
is possible, with the exception of the ones of the cuvette origin
(Figure 10). Hydration processes across periods of several days
are recognizable only in the case of printed samples, which do
not show cracks in the NR film (Figures 9 and 10). The
hydration velocity of porous semiconductor nanoparticle-based

Figure 6. LSV measurements of a 400-printing-cycle gel at different
stages of the mentioned hydration. A shift of the point at which
positive and negative photocurrents are equal to more negative
potentials is evident.
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networks was observed to be related to the thickness of the
swelling samples (Figure 9).
Since thinner layers are faster hydrated, an increase in the

electrochemical activation is recognizable for gelated and
nongelated samples (Figures 9 and 10, SI Figure S9). The rate
constants obtained by fitting the data points can be found in
the Supporting Information (SI Table S2). In contrast to the
slow hydration of printed samples, networks obtained from
gelation in cuvettes show a hydration within minutes (Figure
10).

This difference of at least 2 orders of magnitudes in the time
scale of hydration can be explained with the structure of gels
with the cuvette origin. The structural cracks in these gels play
the role of hydration notches. A fast hydration of a gel interface
is much quicker through these “fast lanes” of electrolyte
diffusion. An overview of the short- and long-time kinetic
investigations leads to the conclusion that a hydration process,
which has the duration of days and weeks, is necessary to
activate the printed xerogel electrodes. The activation is
mandatory to have a reproducible photoelectrochemical
performance of the electrodes.

■ CONCLUSIONS
A comparison of nongelated and gelated electrodes shows an
increase in the intrinsic photocurrent efficiency, which can be
explained with a NR surface activation via gelation. According
to our model, the connection of the CdSe/CdS NRs within the
gel network leads to a delocalization of the electron over larger
parts of the gel structure, while the holes remain in the CdSe
core regions. By investigating the photocurrent obtained under
illumination in relation to the time after the start of hydration
by means of LSV, it was possible to propose a mechanism of
charge carrier transport. The enhanced transport is connected
to the hydration mechanism of the gel. IMPS measurements
showed that with progressing hydration the transport
mechanism of charge carriers becomes dominant in relation
to the interface transfer mechanism of charge carriers. This
causes a shift in the equilibrium of positive and negative
photocurrents. The shift leads to a higher overall current in the
investigated electrochemical potential window. The suppres-
sion of one current direction causes a phenomenological
rectifying character of the system. This behavior is classically
known for diodes. To the best of our knowledge, our
contributed work is the first paper that describes this effect.
In summary, the application of a quasi-type-II heterostructure
in gel-type assemblies was found to be an extremely beneficial
factor and, further, materials with quasi-type-II structure like
CdTe/ZnS,49 InP/CdS,50 ZnSe/CdS,51 and Ag2S/AgInS2

52

should be tested regarding their charge carrier transfer
properties. The observed performance of the different samples
displays the requirement to optimize the printing layout of the
gel electrodes. It is obvious that the cracks in the coating
played a key role as gateways for the hydration and therefore
enable the activation of the electrode. The existence of these
gaps seems to amplify the hydration velocity by at least 2
orders of magnitude. Future printed systems should be
designed in such a way that a pattern of hydration channels
exists on purpose.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*sı Supporting Information
The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.langmuir.9b03708.

Parameters of the spectroelectrochemical setup; further
optical and spectroelectrochemical characterization of

Figure 7. General mechanism of hydration, which is caused by the rehydration of the network structure. The shown rehydration process can also be
monitored by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, SI Figure S10).

Figure 8. Photocurrent of a gel electrode prepared via 400 printing
cycles in relation to its hydration time. The evolution of the current is
fitted with a first-order kinetics equation, which is presented in the
figure. The hydration process takes place over a period of days. IMPS
spectra of the system were recorded at different stages of the
rehydration process. The IMPS measurements took place after (black
arrow and dots) 1250, (yellow arrow and dots) 7300, and (blue arrow
and dots) 8800 min.

Figure 9. Time-dependent evolution of the measured photocurrent
presented for 25 printing cycles (triangles), 100 printing cycles
(stars), and 400 printing cycles (pentagons) of gels. The first-order
reaction kinetics is related to the underlying reaction mechanism
(Figures 3B and 7).

Figure 10. Time-dependent increase of the photocurrent efficiencies
presented for the case of (pentagons) 400 printed cycles and (circles)
a gel from the cuvette origin. The difference in the velocity of the
photocurrent increase is related to the extremely different hydration
mechanisms of both samples.
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the applied photoelectrodes; and TEM images of the
dried and rehydrated gels (PDF)
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